THE 1812 UNDERTURE, PLAYED IN ITS ENTIRETY AT THE SQUATTERTORIUM
OR
Does the Eurovision result accurately forecast an Australian white wash in the upcoming
Ashes series???

RUN 1812 – SQUATTER, Narrabundah
The Grandest of Masters SEX CHANGE, wearing the grandest of Jizz free swiss cheese hats,
welcomed the pack to Squatters abode. On this particular night, officially, the coldest residence in
Narrabundah!
GOBBLES the eloquent one gave his run report in his normal flowery exuberant language. He regaled
us with the tails of golf balls, drink stops and car accidents, all the things that make for a terrific hash
run. 2/10.
INCIDER however, talked shit for 5 minutes, confused the fuck out of everyone (except me) and gave
a ride report from the Bike Hash event the day before, which, i might point out, she wasn’t at!!!2/10
There were so many returnees, the notables being: JOCK SNIFFA and HUNKY DOREY who turned out
to be SWISS ARMY WIFE’S mum or something.
A big welcome back to FURBALLS and DDH DAVE and his mobile commode.
SEXCHANGE drank out of his new shoes as did MEAT TO PLEASE YOU (MTPY).
WEATHERMAN attempted to charge someone in his unique meteorological dialect, naturally it
rebounded on him. Didn’t see that coming. And so he was forced to drink from the bed pan of
destiny. Don’t worry mate, the glorious TUN kills all germs.
SQUATTER was charged for superior trail setting. (how does that work???)
Incredibly, on international day of the Redhead, EGO charged MCTAF for wearing a red wig
MIXO was charged for dodging a dead kangaroo.
MTPY and GERBILS were spotted going round the back of the toilet block for a quick heady, this
being perfectly acceptable behaviour in IRELAND these days.
The RA was outed for missing hash last week as he was “renovating someone’s brains out”
SIR LANCE A SLUT pointed out the Jewishness of MTPY turning his headlamp off whenever he ran
under a streetlamp.
SCARLETT was blamed for causing the Car Crash that everybody heard. (Apparently, it was a mini bus
of Kindy Kids being hit by a Ute with 27 Bangladeshis in the back)
The Irish copped a flogging. Just coz. Nothing to do with same sex marriage law at all.
Soft cock awards went to: EGO, INCIDER, FRISKIES
WEATHERMAN sang the “Beer in my belly” song.
It was alleged that SQUATTER had photo shopped a 30 year old image of himself onto the weekly
run sheet. Didn’t see that coming.
INCIDER welched on a DAAS ticket as she was too busy “studying”
DDH Dave had an empty wine class
JOCKSNIFFA and HUNKYDORY were given a glorious farewell TUN with accompaniment and
FURBALLS was charged for cuddling the wrong hasher.
POOSHOOTA is a big prick, SQUATTER is a little prick, EASY CUM EASY GO spat the dummy and got
the FRB as well. Blimey !!!
Happy 107th birthday to CRYING DICK. JOCKSNIFFA and HUNKYDORY were given another glorious
TUN for not running for the last 554 runs. Huzzah.
This week’s thin tissue of lies (TTOLs) was brought to you by (Fucking) SHITHEAD, ESQ
ON ON and good health to you all

